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Urban areas emerged as the source of the greatest challenges that the planet has faced
since humans became social. Although cities have proven to be humanity's engines of
creativity, wealth creation and economic growth, they have also been the source of
much pollution and disease. Rapid urbanization and accelerating socio-economic
development have generated global problems from climate change and its
environmental impacts to incipient crises in food, energy and water availability,
public health, financial markets and the global economy. The goal of this special issue
is to provide a platform for scientists and academicians all over the world to promote,
share, and discuss various new issues and developments in the area of Urban Living.
In this special issue, we intend to invite front-line researchers and authors to submit
original research and review articles on exploring Urban Living. Potential topics
include, but are not limited to:










City growth
Real estate
Society and environment
Urban centre
Urban community
Urban geography
Urban innovation and change
Urban sociology
Urbanization

Authors should read over the journal’s For Authors carefully before submission.
Prospective authors should submit an electronic copy of their complete manuscript
through the journal’s Paper Submission System.
Please kindly specify the “Special Issue” under your manuscript title. The research
field “Special Issue - Urban Living” should be selected during your submission.
Special Issue Timetable:

Submission Deadline
Publication Date

April 20th, 2022
June 2022
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For further questions or inquiries, please contact Editorial Assistant at cus@scirp.org.
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